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ABSTRACT: Phosphate-based glasses (PBGs) are biomaterials
that degrade under physiological conditions and can be modified to
release various ions depending on end applications. This study
utilized slow-degrading (P45:45P2O5-16CaO-24MgO-11Na2O-
4Fe2O3, mol %) and comparatively faster degrading
(P40:40P2O5-16CaO-24MgO-20Na2O, mol %) PBG microspheres
with or without porosity, to evaluate the combined effect of
chemical formulation and geometry on human mesenchymal stem
cells (MSCs), a clinically relevant cell source for orthopedic
applications. Scanning electron microscopy showed 2, 46, and 29%
of P45 bulk (P45-B), P40 bulk (P40-B), and P40 porous (P40-P)
microspheres, respectively, that had cracks or peeling off surfaces
after 42 days of incubation in culture medium. Cytotoxicity
assessment showed that glass debris released into the culture medium may interact with cells and affect their survival. Direct-contact
cell experiments up to 42 days showed that P45-B microspheres did not sustain viable long-term cell cultures and did not facilitate
extracellular matrix formation. On the other hand, P40-B microspheres enhanced alkaline phosphatase activity, calcium deposition,
and collagen and osteocalcin production in MSCs. Introduction of porosity in P40 glass further enhanced these parameters and
proliferation at later time points. The small pore windows (<5 μm wide) and interconnection (<10 μm wide) may have allowed
limited cell penetration into the porous structures. P40-B and P40-P have potential for bone repair and reinforcement therapy based
on their chemical formulation and porous geometry.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) from the bone
marrow are a prime source of stem cells for bone tissue
engineering and regenerative applications. Pre-seeding of
implants with MSCs or their differentiated progeny has
been shown to improve the response to implantation in vivo,1
and therefore, a range of MSC-based clinical trials for bone-
and cartilage-related diseases have been undertaken world-
wide.2
The mechanisms regulating MSC differentiation into bone-
forming cells involve chemical cues, soluble factors,3 and
environmental factors such as mechanical stimuli,4 micro-
gravity,5 and substrate geometry and topography.6 For
instance, the presence of porosity (pore sizes > 100 μm in
diameter) in bone implants is known to be beneficial for bone
ingrowth and osteointegration in vivo.7 It enables nutrient
transport and cell migration,8 and the surface curvatures
trigger molecular pathways favorable for osteogenic differ-
entiation.9
Several porous scaffolds derived from natural, synthetic, or
composite materials such as polymers, metals, and ceramics
have been developed for bone repair applications.10 Silica-
based bioactive glasses (such as 45S5 Bioglass) are unique in
the way that they form a carbonate hydroxyapatite layer on
glass due to glass dissolution under physiological conditions,
which enables faster bone bonding at the bone−implant
interface compared to other bioceramics.11 Implantation of
13−93 bioactive glass porous scaffolds pre-seeded with MSCs
has been shown to support tissue infiltration and bone
formation in a rat model.12
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Phosphate-based glasses (PBGs) are a form of silica-free
bioactive glass that is widely investigated. These glasses are
formed from inorganic phosphate-network linkages between
the PO4
3− tetrahedral units, and oxides such as Na2O, MgO,
CaO, Fe2O3, TiO2, and SrO can be introduced into the
network to vary degradation rates, associated ion release, and
bioactivity of the glass material under physiological conditions.
This tunable nature makes PBGs attractive candidates for
biomedical applications.13
For bone tissue engineering applications, recent studies
using PBGs have focused on complex ternary, quaternary, and
quinary glass systems formulated to contain higher amounts of
P and Ca, similar to the inorganic component of bones,
hydroxyapatite.14 These studies investigated in vitro degrada-
tion profiles (including mass loss and/or ion release) of PBGs
lasting between 15 and 504 days; however, the in vitro
cytocompatibility investigations were typically much shorter,
between 2 and 21 days15−36 (see the Supporting Information
S1, Table S1). This limits the understanding of how glass
degradation could affect cell growth and differentiation over
longer periods in situ.
More recently, porous and non-porous PBG microspheres
(MSs) with the chemical formulation of 40P2O5-16CaO-
4MgO-(20-x)NaO-xTiO2 mol % (x = 0 or 2.5%) and 40P2O5-
(16-x)CaO-24MgO-20NaO-xSrO (x = 0, 4, 8, 12, and 16 mol
%) were reported to support the culture of MSCs up to 12
days16 and 14 days,27 respectively, and also supported new
bone formation in a sheep bone defect model after 13
weeks.37
This study explores how the chemical formulation and
geometry (porous or non-porous) of these PBG MSs might
affect the response of human MSCs over extended culture
periods, for as long as 6 weeks, exploring the cytocompatibility
of these bioactive glass materials for biomedical applications.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Manufacture of Glass MSs. Two different particle
morphologies were used to study cellular responses: smooth bulk
MS (P40-B) and porous MS (P40-P) of the same composition were
compared. In addition, two compositions of bulk MS were also
compared to evaluate the composition and degradation influence:
P40-B and P45-B (Table 1). MS size was kept constant between
batches, and a non-degradable borosilicate glass (BSG) control was
included in the study.38 PBGs were manufactured using the following
precursors: NaH2PO4, CaHPO4, MgHPO4, P2O5, and Fe2O3 (Sigma-
Aldrich, U.K.). The precursors were weighed and dried in a Pt/5%Au
crucible at 350 °C for 30 min in a furnace and then melted and held
at 1150 °C for 90 min for P40 composition and at 1280 °C for 2 h
for P45 composition. The molten glass was then poured onto a steel
plate and allowed to cool down to room temperature (RT). Then,
the cooled glasses were grounded into microparticles using a Retsch
PM100 milling machine and sieved into varying sizes ranging from
63 to 125 μm. Bulk and porous glass MSs were produced from these
microparticles via flame spheroidization utilizing a thermal spray gun
(Metallisation Ltd, UK) as previously described.16 Post manufacture,
the MSs were sieved into desired sizes ranging from 63 to 125 μm.
Borosilicate glass MSs (BSG) in a similar size range were produced
by crushing standard laboratory glass vials (Samco, UK), followed by
the same flame spheroidization process. In total, two batches of BSG,
three batches of P45-B, three batches of P40-B, and two batches of
P40-P were used in this study.
2.2. Major Axis Length, Sphericity, and Pore Measure-
ments of the MSs. The MSs were mounted on aluminum stubs
using carbon adhesive tabs and sputter-coated with approximately 15
nm of gold. The samples were then examined in a JEOL 6400
scanning electron microscope using the secondary electron (SE)
imaging signal at a beam voltage of 20 kV. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images were thresholded to remove the
background; the major axis length (MAL) and sphericity of particles
in at least five fields of view were measured using Image J 1.48t (see
Supporting Information S3, Figures S1 and S2). MSs at the edge of
the images or overlapping MSs were not selected for quantification.
For the porous MS (n = 22), incomplete pore windows on the edges
of the image or wrongly identified pore windows were also not
selected for quantification. The internal porous structure of MSs was
examined using a FEI Quanta 200 3D (FEI, Portland, OR) equipped
with a Quorum PPT 2000 (Quorum Technologies Ltd, Loughton,
UK) cryostage and an in-house custom-built sledge. SE and
backscattered electron (BSE) images were acquired at a beam
voltage of 15 kV and current setting of 0.14 nA. Ion milling was
performed at 20 kV with currents between 1 nA and 30 pA. The ion
beam distance was set at 15 mm with 3.5 as spot size, and all sections
were cut at a tilt angle of 52°.
2.3. Surface Area Analysis, Relative Density, and Tapped
Density. The surface area was measured using a Micromeritics
ASAP 2420. Multipoint Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) was
performed at a constant temperature of 77.4 K, using krypton as
the adsorbate. The samples were outgassed at 300 °C under high
vacuum for 12 h to remove moisture and other adsorbed gases and
then analyzed from 0.06 to 0.27 relative pressure (P/Po) at −167 °C
in liquid nitrogen. Isotherms were analyzed using Microactive
V4.03.01 software to calculate BET specific surface areas.
Relative density was measured using a Micromeritics AccuPyc
1330 gas pycnometer (Norcross, GA, USA). Before measuring the
density of samples, a straight-line equation was plotted between the
true volume and measured volume values using an empty container
(with zero true volume) and a reference sphere (of known true
volume). Once the measured volume values of the samples were
obtained, the true volume values were calculated using the straight-
line equation formed earlier. The density of the sample was then
calculated by dividing the true volume by the mass of sample,
weighed using a 4-decimal place-sensitive balance (Ohaus Analytical
standard AS 200) and normalized to the density of water at the
temperature of the pycnometer.
The tapped density was measured using a Quantachrome Autotap
machine.39 Samples of known mass were added to a container, which
was tapped until the height of the sample in the container became
constant (100 taps). The final volume was used to calculate the
tapped density of the sample.
2.4. Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) in the
SEM. Samples were embedded in a cold-setting epoxy resin, which
were ground on silicon carbide discs and polished with cloths down
to 1 μm. The polished blocks were then coated by vacuum
evaporation with a conductive layer of 20 nm of carbon. Elemental
analysis was performed in the Philips (FEI) XL (30)-w scanning
electron microscope using an Oxford Instruments INCA energy-
dispersive X-ray microanalysis system using a beam voltage of 20 kV
and a working distance of 10 mm utilizing the BSE imaging signal.
Appropriate standards used for elemental analysis were jadeite (for
Na), gallium phosphide (for P), wollastonite (for Ca), MgO (for
Mg), and pyrite (for Fe). The electron beam current was optimized
with the spot size control in order to obtain a minimum X-ray
acquisition rate of 4000 counts/s.
2.5. Incubation of MSs in Water. Two experiments were
performed to study the effect of hydration on MSs. In one
Table 1. Nominal Glass Compositions (mole %) Used in
This Studya
glass P2O5 CaO MgO Na2O Fe2O3 SiO2 B2O3 Al2O3
P45 45 16 24 11 4 0 0 0
P40* 40 16 24 20 0 0 0 0
BSG# 0 1.7 0 7.1 0 78.6 9.5 3.1
a*Fe is absent in P40 formulation, #composition from Samco, UK.
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experiment, MSs were incubated in ultrapure water (Milli-Q) for 24
h and left overnight to dry in a cell culture hood. Samples were gold-
coated and examined in the JEOL 6400 scanning electron
microscope. In another experiment, samples were examined in an
uncoated state and observed in a Philips XL30 FEG environmental
scanning electron microscope. Images were captured before flooding
the chamber with water to fully submerge the samples for 15 min.
Images were captured at 15 kV in the wet mode to study
morphological changes. This was followed by a second flood cycle
for 1.5 h, and images were again captured.
2.6. Incubation of MSs in Culture Medium for 42 days to
Assess Morphological Changes. The MSs were prepared in the
same way as for cell culture, as detailed in Section 2.7.1. Briefly, they
were cleaned with 70% industrial methylated spirit (IMS, SLS, UK),
dried overnight, washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and
washed with culture medium, before finally transferring them to 200
μL of culture medium for 42 days. The resulting material-to-medium
ratio was approximately 20 mg:1 mL for bulk MSs and 10 mg:1 mL
for the porous MS. Medium changes were performed after 1 day and
then subsequently every 2−3 days, up to 42 days of incubation. At
each time point, culture medium was removed, and MSs were
collected from wells and then Au-coated and examined in the JEOL
6400 scanning electron microscope using standard operating
conditions. Five fields of view were captured for each MS type at
every time point at 100× magnification. MSs with cracks or with
peeling off surfaces were manually counted per field of view (see the
Supporting Information S3, Figure S3), and morphological changes
were presented as the percentage of MSs in a sample with apparent
cracks or peeling off surfaces.
2.7. Cytocompatibility Studies. The cytocompatibility studies
were divided into two main categories: cell−material direct
interactions and cell−material indirect interactions. Reagents were
purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific unless otherwise stated.
2.7.1. Human MSC Culturing. Adult immortalized human bone
marrow-derived MSCs and green fluorescent protein (GFP)-
expressing MSCs were used in this study, as previously described.40
The cells were cultured in standard culture (SC) medium containing
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with
10% (v/v) fetal calf serum, 1% (v/v) non-essential amino acids, 1
mM L-glutamine, and 0.5% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin and
maintained at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2.
2.7.2. Cell Seeding on MSs for Direct-Contact Assessments. MSs
were assumed to have a nominal size distribution of 100 μm. Using
their tapped density measurements, MS types were weighed such that
the particles formed a monolayer at the bottom of a 96-well plate
before seeding with cells.38 The weighed MSs were first cleaned with
IMS for 2 h at a constant agitation of 30 rpm, before air drying
overnight in a cell culture hood. Particles were then washed three
times with PBS and three times with SC medium, before 30 min of
incubation at RT in SC medium. At this stage, the MSs were
transferred to wells previously coated with 100 μL of a 10 mg/mL
solution of poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA, Sigma-
Aldrich) solution in 95% ethanol to obtain ultra-low cell attachment
conditions on the 96-well flat-bottom plate (for preferential
attachment of cells to MSs only), where they formed a single layer
at the bottom of the well. Finally, the medium was carefully removed
and replaced with the cell suspension (200 μL per well). The samples
were further agitated at 45 rpm for 5 min at RT, followed by 30 min
of static incubation at 37 °C and 5% CO2. This regime was repeated
five times before undisturbed incubation at 37 °C and 5% CO2
overnight. The medium change was performed 24 h after cell seeding
and subsequently every 2−3 days for the length of the experiment.
2.7.3. Cytotoxicity Evaluations for Indirect-Contact Assess-
ments. For all cytotoxicity evaluations, MSs were cleaned with
IMS for 2 h and then washed three times with PBS and three times
with SC medium before 30 min of incubation in SC medium. Then,
the medium was removed and replaced with fresh culture medium at
37 °C and 5% CO2 based on an ISO standard for irregular-shaped
porous devices (ISO 10993-12:2009)41 and ISO standard for tests
for in vitro cytotoxicity (ISO 10993-5:2009).42 Three different
cytotoxicity experiments were performed, as described in the
Supporting Information S2.
2.7.4. Cell Metabolic Activity Assay. Cell metabolic activity was
measured using a PrestoBlue assay. Briefly, medium was removed
and cells were washed with PBS before adding 200 μL of PrestoBlue
working solution (1:9 reagent/warm Hanks balanced salt solution) to
each test well and three blank wells. Cells were then incubated at 37
°C and 5% CO2 according to the manufacturer’s instructions. During
the exponential phase of the reaction, 100 μL of reaction solution
was transferred to a clear 96-well plate, and fluorescence reading was
measured at 530 nm excitation and 590 nm emission filters on a
Tecan Infinite M200 microplate reader (Tecan, UK). Cell metabolic
activity was expressed after removing the value for the unreduced
(blank) reagent and normalizing to the reaction time.
2.7.5. DNA Content Assay. All samples were lysed by three cycles
of freeze thawing at −80 °C and 30 min of sonication using the
Bioruptor, Diagenode, USA. The cell lysates were then diluted (1 in
100 in Tris-EDTA buffer), and 100 μL of samples was added to a 96-
well plate. The DNA content was quantified using the Quant-i
PicoGreen double-stranded DNA assay kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Fluorescence intensity readings were
taken on a Tecan Infinite M200 microplate reader at 480 nm
excitation and 520 nm emission.
2.7.6. Fluorescein Diacetate/Propidium Iodide Staining. At each
time point, cells were washed with PBS, and then, DMEM containing
8 μg/mL fluorescein diacetate (FDA, Merck Millipore, UK) and 20
μg/mL propidium iodide (PI) (Sigma-Aldrich) was added. Cells
were incubated at RT for 5 min in the dark and then incubated in
DMEM only for imaging. Images were acquired using a Nikon
TS100 inverted fluorescent microscope. Images (n ≥ 4) were used to
quantify red and green fluorescence signals on days 1 and 4 of
culture using Image J. Percentage cell viability was calculated by
dividing the green pixels by total pixels (green + red) in the same
field of view. As the number of cells on the MS increased over time,
they caused progressive aggregation of neighboring MSs, forming
larger 3D aggregates, which could be imaged at day 21 using a Leica
TCS LSI confocal macroscope.
The abovementioned technique enabled visualization of live/dead
cells only at the bottom and top layers (facing toward the bottom
and lid of the well plate, respectively) of 3D aggregates. To visualize
cell viability inside the 3D aggregates, GFP-MSCs were seeded on
MSs, and on day 21, cells were stained with 20 μg/mL PI for 5 min
before fixing in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS at 4 °C for 10 min.
Samples were then cryo-sectioned (Section 2.7.7) and visualized
using a ECLIPSE 90i fluorescent Nikon microscope.
2.7.7. Sectioning of 3D Aggregates. Fixed 3D aggregates were
washed with PBS for 5 min and immersed in a 15% sucrose solution
in PBS overnight. Samples were embedded in OCT medium and
sectioned (20 μm section size) at a cryostat chamber temperature of
−20 °C. The sections were dried overnight at RT and stored at 4 °C
before Sirius Red staining, hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining,
and osteocalcin immunostaining.
2.7.8. Neutral Red Uptake Assay. A stock solution of Neutral Red
(NR, 0.2 g/L) (Sigma-Aldrich) was further diluted to 1:80 ratio in
DMEM as a working solution, which was syringe-filtered using a 0.2
μm filter to remove crystals. For cell viability assessment, the medium
was removed and the cells were washed with PBS before adding (100
μL/well in 96-well plate) NR dye medium to test wells and three
blank wells. After 3 h of incubation at 37 °C and 5% CO2, the NR
medium was discarded, and the cells were washed with PBS. At this
stage, images were taken using a Nikon Eclipse TS100. For
quantification, a desorbing solution (49% ethanol, 1% glacial acetic
acid, and 50% water) was added to the cells (same volume as used
for NR dye medium), and after 10 min, at RT, absorption was
measured at 540 nm using a Tecan Infinite M200 microplate reader.
Cell viability was expressed as NR uptake after removing blanks and
normalizing to the control medium for each time point. A viability of
less than 70% was considered to be cytotoxic, as outlined by the ISO
standard for biological evaluation of medical devices (ISO 10993-
5:2009).42
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2.7.9. Alkaline Phosphatase Activity. On specific time points,
alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity was measured using SIGMA-
FAST p-nitrophenyl phosphate tablets (substrate) (Sigma-Aldrich).
Briefly, 100 μL of cell lysates (or sterile distilled water for three blank
wells) and 100 μL of substrate were added to a well, and after 20
min, absorbance at 405 nm was measured on a Tecan Infinite M200
microplate reader. The ALP activity is expressed as absorbance/μg of
DNA after removing blanks and normalizing to the DNA content.
2.7.10. Sirius Red Staining. For staining, a working solution of
0.1% Sirius Red (Direct Red 80, Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared in 100
mL of saturated picric acid (Sigma-Aldrich). For qualitative
assessment, sections of 3D aggregates were incubated in working
solution for 30 min with occasional agitation every 10 min. The
Table 2. Summary of MAL and Sphericity Measurements of MSs
MAL sphericity
MS n mean (μm) median (μm) Shapiro−Wilk test (p values) mean median
BSG 632 90 ± 2 80 <0.0001 0.83 ± 0.01 0.88
P45-B 634 90 ± 1 89 <0.001 0.93 ± 0.01 0.98
P40-B 1046 85 ± 1 83 <0.0001 0.92 ± 0.01 0.98
P40-P 385 114 ± 2 109 <0.0001 0.88 ± 0.01 0.94
Figure 1. Morphology of different MS types. (a) MS as seen under SEM. White arrows indicate particulates deposited on the surface of MSs, and
red arrows indicate shape pore edges in P40-P. (b,c) MAL and sphericity measurements of MSs assessed using SEM images. Bin sizes used for
histograms were 5 and 0.05 μm, respectively. (d) MAL measurements of pore windows on the surface of P40-P. Bin sizes used for histograms
were 0.2 and 0.01 μm, respectively. Notice that the vast majority of pores on P40-P have pore windows <5 μm.
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excess stain was removed by blot drying, and samples were mounted
using DPX before visualizing under an ECLIPSE 90i Nikon
microscope. For quantification, intact 3D aggregates were washed
twice with PBS and then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (4
°C) for 15 min before staining as described above. Samples were
then washed with distilled water, and destaining solution (1:1 0.1 N
NaOH/methanol) was added for 30 min with occasional agitation.
Finally, 100 μL of extracts was used to measure absorbance at 540
nm using a Tecan Infinite M200 microplate reader. The background
was removed from absorbance readings. Total collagen per sample
was extrapolated using a standard curve prepared from rat tail
collagen type 1 (Sigma-Aldrich), and values were normalized to the
DNA content.
2.7.11. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy of 3D Samples. Cells
were seeded at 10,000 cells/cm2, and on day 21 of culture, samples
were fixed and washed with PBS and then with sterile distilled water.
Samples were dried overnight at RT, and then, the top face of the 3D
agglomerate samples was analyzed using the Kratos AXIS ULTRA
with a mono-chromated Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV) operated at
10 mA emission current and 12 kV anode potential (120 W).
Samples were mounted on a microscope slide with double-sided tape
and then on the standard Kratos sample bar. Three wide (survey)
scans were acquired for each sample, and high-resolution spectra for
N 1s, C 1s, O 1s, P 2p, and Ca 2p were also assessed after charge
correction to C 1s at 285 eV. The chamber pressure remained better
than 5 × 10−9 Torr after overnight pump down in the vacuum
airlock. Charge neutralization was required as the samples were non-
conducting. Data were processed using CasaXPS version 2.3.16 PR
1.6. The elemental atomic % at the surface region of the samples was
estimated from the peak areas in the wide scans using Kratos RSFs.
MSs without cells were included to validate specific signal
quantification from cells or the extracellular matrix (ECM).43 X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface-sensitive technique, in
which 95% of the photoelectrons come from three times the inelastic
mean free path, that is, the majority of the signal is from the top few
nm of the surface. Therefore, for samples with cells, only the cell
surface or extracellular material was detected and not the underlying
glass; therefore, any Ca and P detected can reasonably be assumed to
be part of the biological material (Supporting Information S3, Figure
S13). The N observed is from cell proteins, and therefore, it was
used as a reference to compare Ca and P amounts that represented
any hydroxyapatite-like material produced by the cells.
2.7.12. Osteocalcin (OCN) Immunostaining. Sections of 3D
aggregates were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 40
min and then washed three times for 5 min with PBS before blocking
with 3% goat serum (Sigma-Aldrich) in 1% bovine serum albumin
(BSA, Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 30 min. After removing the
blocking solution, the samples were incubated overnight with a rabbit
polyclonal anti-osteocalcin primary antibody (Millipore), 1:200
dilution in 1% BSA in PBS, at 4 °C. Samples were then washed
twice in PBS for 5 min and incubated in a 1:200 dilution in 1% BSA
in PBS of Alexa Fluor 488 (green) goat anti-rabbit IgG at RT for 2 h
before performing three 5 min PBS washes. Finally, samples were
stained with 1 μg/mL Hoechst in 1% BSA in PBS for 15 min at RT,
followed by three 5 min PBS washes, and then mounted using
DABCO (1-4-diazabicyclo-2-2-2-octane) fluorescence mounting
medium. Imaging was performed with an ECLIPSE 90i fluorescent
Nikon microscope, with MS-only, primary antibody-only, and
secondary antibody-only controls used to exclude the non-specific
signal.
2.7.13. Hematoxylin and Eosin Staining. The sections of 3D
aggregates were stained in hematoxylin for 5 min, washed, and then
stained with eosin for 5 min. The samples were washed and
dehydrated before mounting with dibutyl phthalate xylene and
imaging under an ECLIPSE 90i Nikon microscope.
2.7.14. SEM Sample Preparation and Characterization. The 3D
aggregates were first fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (at 4 °C)
and then incubated in 1% osmium tetroxide for 45 min at RT and
then dehydrated. Before SEM examination, the samples were sputter-
coated with Pt. SE images were acquired using the JEOL 6400 or
Philips XL30 scanning electron microscope at electron beam voltages
of 5−10 kV.
2.7.15. Micro-CT Analysis. Cells were seeded at 10,000 cells/cm2
on P40-P and cultured for 7 days. On day 4, fresh medium
containing barium sulfate (1.5 μL/mL) was added44 (Supporting
Information S3, Figure S4), and on day 7, cells were fixed in 4% PFA
in PBS (at 4 °C) for 10 min. After washing with PBS, the cells were
imaged under the XRADIA Versa XRM-500. Imaging was performed
using the settings listed in the Supporting Information S1, Table S2.
2.7.16. Statistical Analyses. All statistical analyses were performed
using IBM SPSS Statistics 22 and Prism Version 7.0d. Shapiro−Wilk
test was used to test the normality of frequency MAL distribution of
MSs and pore windows. The mean, standard deviation, and standard
errors were computed for at least three replicate samples in all
experiments. At least two independent experiments were performed
for all cell culture studies, except cell viability analysis, which was run
in a single measurement. For comparisons, ANOVA was performed.
For pairwise comparisons, post-hoc analyses using least significant
difference, equivalent to no adjustments, were carried out. P values
<0.05 were considered significant. For cytotoxicity assessment
experiments involving spent media, a generalized linear mixed
model was used, and DNA content of the cells present on the MS
was considered as a random factor.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Material Characterization. The different PBG
particles used in this study were initially characterized to
determine their chemical and physical properties.
3.1.1. Morphology of MSs. The MAL and sphericity
measurements are tabulated in Table 2. Typical morphology
of all the MS is shown in Figure 1a. The mean and median
MAL measurements showed all the bulk MS types were in a
similar size range. However, there was an increase of nearly
30% in both mean and median MAL for the porous MS P40-P
(Figure 1b). The distribution of all four types of MSs was not
normal according to Shapiro−Wilk test. The bulk PBG MS
(P40-B and P45-B) had a similar cumulative frequency
distribution, while porous MS P40-P and BSG had an offset
cumulative frequency distribution curve (Supporting Informa-
tion S3, Figure S5).
The mean and median sphericity of all PBG MS (Figure
1c) was consistent at 0.9. However, BSG had a relatively lower














time of maximum damage
incurred during incubation in
SC medium
MS with surface
damage on day 42
(%)
BSG 0.072 ± 0.013 2.20 ± 0.01 6.00 ± 0.01 1.13 ± 0.01 1.20 ± 0.02 0 ± 0
P45-B 0.045 ± 0.013 2.57 ± 0.02 6.60 ± 0.02 1.30 ± 0.01 1.41 ± 0.03 2 ± 1
P40-B 0.042 ± 0.012 2.61 ± 0.01 4.50 ± 0.01 1.31 ± 0.01 1.38 ± 0.02 days 1−4, days 7−14 46 ± 3
P40-P 0.877 ± 0.134 2.42 ± 0.01 11.50 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.02 days 1−4, days 31−42 29 ± 3
aRelative density of BSG (Samco), P45, and P4015 glasses is reported to be 2.34, 2.75, and 2.73 respectively. These values were used to calculate
closed porosity. Error bars represent S.E.M.
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mean sphericity of 0.8. SEM images also showed a large
number of small particulates (<10 μm in size) attached on the
surface of BSG, consistent with the MAL offset distribution
curve. The porous MS P40-P had more particulates present
on its surface, again consistent with the offset distribution
curve. The pore windows measured on P40-P had a mean
MAL of 4.1 ± 0.1 μm (n = 7023 pores from ∼30 MS in 23
SEM images, Figure 1d). To further investigate the internal
pore structure of these particles, Cryo-FIB SEM was
performed. The results (Supporting Information S3, Figure
S6) showed the presence of interconnected pores with some
interconnecting tunnels of <5 μm in size.
All the other physical measurements and degradation
observations of MS are tabulated in Table 3 and shown in
Supporting Information S3, Figure S7. The BET measure-
ments for all the bulk MS showed a surface area of below 0.1
m2/g. As expected, the surface area for P40-P was significantly
higher, measured at 0.877 ± 0.268 m2/g (ranging from 0.627
to 1.144 m2/g) and was 10 times higher than that of all bulk
MSs used in this study. In addition, approximately twice as
much closed porosity was calculated in the porous MS P40-P
at 11.5% compared to other MSs. Mean tapped densities of
the bulk MS ranged between 1.13 and 1.31 g/cm3,
approximately twice that of the porous MS P40-P. When
these values were normalized to their respective closed
porosities, the normalized tapped density for bulk MS ranged
between 1.20 and 1.41 g/cm3, which was again nearly twice as
much of porous MS P40-P.
3.1.2. Elemental Composition of MSs. The EDS spectral
analysis (see Figure 2a,b and Table 4) showed that BSG had a
chemical composition of B2O3-SiO2-Na2O-Al2O3-CaO at 9.5-
82.0-5.5-2.0-1.0%, with a measurement error of 2%. The
composition measurements for PBG MSs (Table 4) generally
followed the nominal composition (Table 1), although there
were statistically significant differences in all oxide composi-
tions observed relating to the glass processing route. In
particular, a relatively high value of P2O5 at 43.3% rather than
40% was observed for P40-B (Figure 2b). Of further interest is
the difference between the Ca and P contents in P40-B and
P40-P due to the additional processing step used to
manufacture the porous particles. This appeared to be
spatially sensitive as the EDS spectrum and mapping analysis
(Supporting Information S3, Figure S8a,b) at higher
magnification clearly showed a higher amount of Ca and
lower amounts of P, Mg, and Na near the edges of some of
the pores in P40-P. Higher amounts of Ca in P40-P were also
validated by XPS analysis (Supporting Information S3, Figure
S12a).
3.1.3. Morphological Changes on MSs during Incubation
in Water and Culture Medium. To study the effect of
hydration, a preliminary experiment was performed where
MSs were incubated in ultrapure water for 1 day, and then,
SEM examination was performed (Supporting Information S3,
Figure S9). While the BSG remained unaffected by exposure
to water, the effect of hydration was clearly visible on PBG
MSs. P45-B and P40-B had circular cracks with crater-like
perforations on their surface. However, P40-P had crater-like
perforations in addition to delaminating pore edges.
To study these morphological changes in more detail, MSs
were incubated in SC medium for 6 weeks. Results again
showed cracks and delamination on both bulk and porous
PBG MSs; however, there were differences in the appearance
of cracks developed on different MSs (Figure 3). For bulk
MSs P45-B and P40-B (Figure 3a−g), small-lined features
Figure 2. Elemental mapping (a) and quantification (b) of elemental composition of MSs via EDS analysis. The white arrow in BSG indicates
regions with higher Na and Al contents and lower Si and K contents. ***p < 0.001. Error bars represent S.E.M. Scale bar300 μm.
Table 4. Measured Elemental Composition (mole % ± S.E.M.) of MSs Using EDS Analysis
glass P2O5 CaO MgO Na2O Fe2O3
P45-B 44.7 ± 0.1 16.7 ± 0.1 26.2 ± 0.2 8.6 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.1
P40-B 43.3 ± 0.1 14.8 ± 0.1 23.6 ± 0.8 18.3 ± 0.1 0
P40-P 39.5 ± 0.1 22.8 ± 0.3 21.2 ± 0.5 16.7 ± 0.1 0
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with swelling were visible at early time points, and then
smaller cracks also started to appear. The cracks were much
larger in size at later time points and often coupled with
delamination of the glass surface. The cracks were not only
limited to the top surface of the MS but also developed
underneath the delamination surface, leading to total
disintegration of the MS surface. In the case of the porous
MS, P40-P (Figure 3h−n), cracks were observed near the
pore edges, on the glass surface, and also in the internal pore
cavities (Figure 3k). Delamination was visible in the vicinity of
these cracks. The cracks and delaminating surfaces appeared at
a much faster rate on P40-B and P40-P compared to P45-B
(Figure 3o).
To confirm that the occurrence of surface damage on PBG
MSs was not due to dehydration during sample preparation
for SEM, P40-P was analyzed with ESEM in ultrapure water.
The results (Supporting Information S3, Figure S10) showed
that even after a short period of time (1 h 45 min), these
particles incurred cracks on their surface, in line with the
abovementioned two experiments.
3.2. Cytocompatibility. The potential of PBG MSs for
bone regenerative applications was explored via several cell-
based experiments.
3.2.1. Cell Attachment on MSs. For the assessment of cell
attachment, MSCs were seeded at 2500, 5000, and 10,000
cells/cm2 (5000, 10,000, and 20,000 cells in 200 μL per well),
and after 24 h, cell metabolic activity and DNA measurements
were performed. The results (Figure 4a) showed a general
decreasing trend in cell metabolic activities, where BSG >
P45-B > P40-B > P40-P (p < 0.05) for 2500 and 5000 cells/
cm2 densities. The DNA content measurements (Figure 4b)
showed significantly lower values in P40-P compared to other
conditions (p < 0.05) at 5000 and 10,000 cells/cm2.
3.2.2. Cell Viability on MSs. To explore the viability of
MSCs seeded at 2500 cells/cm2 (5000 cells in 200 μL per
well), FDA/PI staining was performed on day 1 and 4 of
Figure 3. Progression of surface damage on bulk and porous PBG MSs as a result of degradation in culture medium over 42 days. In the case of
bulk PBG MSs (a−g), cracks and delaminating surfaces were visible. In the case of P40-P (h−n), the cracks and delaminating surfaces (arrows)
developed around and inside the pores. (o) Quantification of degradation of MSs in culture medium. Highest surface damage was on P40-B
(46%) and then P40-P (29%), followed by P45-B (2%) and BSG (0%) after 42 days of degradation in medium; n = 5 fields of view per MS type
per time point. ***p < 0.001. Error bars represent S.E.M.
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culture. The results (Figure 4c,d) showed significantly lower
numbers of viable cells on P40-P compared to all other bulk
MS conditions on day 1 of culture (p < 0.05). However, by
day 4, this deficit was no longer present, and the cells on P40-
P showed a similar viability to that of other conditions. On
day 21 of culture, cell viability was assessed from three regions
of 3D aggregates: top (region of the aggregate facing the well
plate lid), bottom (region of the agglomerate facing the
Figure 4. Viability of human MSCs seeded on MSs. Cell metabolic activity in panel (a) and DNA content assays in panel (b) were performed
after 1 day (n = 6). Cell viability assessed on day 1, 4, and 21 of culture (n ≥ 3) is shown in panel (c). Representative images of live (green) and
dead (red) MSCs on day 1 and day 4, with top, bottom, and cross-sectional views of different 3D aggregates at day 21 of culture are shown in
panel (d). *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01. Error bars represent S.E.M.
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bottom of the well), and cross-section (internal region of the
3D aggregate observed after cryo-sectioning). The results
clearly showed more cell death in P45-B as compared to all
other MS conditions, in all three regions, suggesting a negative
effect of the P45 chemical formulation on MSCs.
3.2.3. Cell Growth on MSs. To study cell growth directly
on different MSs, GFP-labeled MSCs were seeded at 2500
cells/cm2 (5000 cells in 200 μL per well). Comparison of bulk
MSs showed that by day 31, there was significantly higher
DNA content on BSG than on P45-B and P40-B (p < 0.05,
Figure 5a). However, by day 42, no significant differences
were observed among these conditions. Comparison of P40-B
and P40-P suggested that porosity may have negatively
affected MSC growth on day 4 of culture (p < 0.05), but
beyond this time point, cell growth increased steadily, showing
the highest mean DNA content by day 31 and day 42 (p <
0.05).
3.2.4. Human MSC Morphology on MSs. To explore MSC
morphology on different MSs, SEM was carried out on day 1,
4, 14, 21, and 42 of culture after cell seeding at 2500 cells/cm2
(5000 cells in 200 μL per well) (Figure 5b). Cells seeded on
bulk MSs displayed a flat morphology on day 1 and day 4, but
cells seeded on the porous P40-P were observed to have a
round morphology, suggesting poorer cell attachment. During
extended culture periods, more rounded cells started to appear
primarily on P45-B and less so on BSG. However, in the case
of P40-B and P40-P, cells were seen to interact with cracks
and delaminating glass surfaces from day 4 onward. Cells were
Figure 5. Human MSC growth on MS. (a) DNA content measurements and (b) SEM images of cells growing over 42 days of culture. *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. Cells and surface damage on MSs are indicated by orange arrowheads and arrows, respectively. Scale bars40 μm.
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observed to grow over and around the pores. Micro-CT scans
were performed to further assess the penetration of cells inside
the porous MS P40-P (Figure 6a), through 3D reconstruc-
tions. After 7 days of culture, there was a higher density of
cells on the region facing the top of the well plate compared
to the region facing the bottom of the well plate. Cross-
sectional views showed more cells present on the outer edges
of the aggregates relative to the internal regions. Visual
inspection also confirmed that MSs presenting larger pores
contained more cells (Figure 6b−f).
3.2.5. Cytotoxicity Assessment of MSs. Three different
cytotoxicity evaluations were performed, as described in
Section 2.7.3. In the transwell plate (material-to-medium
ratio was 100 mg/1 mL), cells exposed to P40-B- and P40-P-
eluted media over 3 days showed higher metabolic activity
compared to those under other conditions (p < 0.05) (Figure
7a). Particulates were seen floating in the P40-B and P40-P-
eluted media (faster degrading MSs), which was not observed
in other conditions (Figure 7b). When these particulates were
analyzed using EDS (Figure 7c), their elemental composition
Figure 6. Micro-CT of cell-P40-P aggregates after 7 days of culture. (a) 3D tomography of the construct (P40-P), cells (red), and overlay
(construct + cells) from all the faces of the aggregate has been shown. The “top” faces the top of the well plate, and the “bottom” faces the
bottom of the well. A, B, C, and D are the four lateral faces of the aggregate. There were more cells present in the top face than in the bottom
face, while the lateral faces showed similar cell distribution. Cross-sectional views from the top, C, and D faces showed more cells on the outer
edges than on the inside of the aggregate. (b−f) Cell colonization inside P40-P. (b) Higher resolution scan of the cells + P40-P aggregates shown
in panel (a). The cells seem to be unevenly distributed on P40-P. (c) Highly porous glass MSs had cells present on the outer surface of the MS
and on the inside as shown in panel (d) via a cross-section. On the other hand, there were relatively less cells present on the outer surface of a
porous MS, which had lesser pores on its surface (e) and a cross-sectional view (f) also showed the same.
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was similar to that of P40 glass, indicating that these debris
were released from the MS.
To determine whether these particulates affected cell
proliferation, MSs were eluted in culture medium for 7 days
Figure 7. Indirect-contact cytotoxicity evaluation for the glass MS. (a) Human MSC metabolic activity over 3 days of exposure to MS-eluted
media via transwell, n = 3. (b) Bright field images of cells taken on day 3 of exposure. Notice the presence of particulates floating in the case of
P40-B and P40-P (arrows). These particulates were collected and analyzed used SEM. (c) EDS analysis of particulates showed that they were
released from P40 glass, as they had similar elemental composition as the MS composition. (d) Extract tests of MS after 7 day of elution in
medium. The day 7 eluted medium was either used as neat or filtered using a 0.4 μm filter and exposed to MSCs for 24 h and evaluated using
DNA assay. (e) Neutral Red dye uptake by MSCs exposed to P40-P-eluted medium. Arrowheads indicate glass particulates in the vicinity of the
cells in neat extracts but not in filtered extracts. For panels (a,d), all measurements were normalized to the respective control (no MS, medium-
only). (f) Cytotoxicity of spent medium removed from the MSC-loaded MS on day 7, 14, and 21 of culture. (-----) indicates 70% viability
compared to BSG-spent medium in panel (f) and control (no MS) in panels (a,d). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. Error bars represent
S.E.M.
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(material-to-medium ratio was 100 mg/1 mL) in the second
cytotoxicity evaluation, and the eluted medium with or
without filtration was added to pre-seeded MSCs. After 24
h of exposure, DNA content measurements showed
significantly more cells present in filtered medium compared
to neat medium in the case of P40-P-eluted medium (Figure
7d). However, this was not observed for any other MS types.
Viability staining with Neutral Red (Figure 7e) indicated that
the cells were viable under all conditions; however, there were
glass fragments/particulates around the cells in neat P40-P-
eluted medium but not in the filtered P40-P-eluted medium.
To assess whether the presence of cells seeded onto the
glass material might reduce the release of the glass
particulates, a final set of cytotoxicity experiments was
performed where MSCs were loaded onto MSs and grown
for 21 days as in direct-contact experiments (material-to-
medium ratio was approximately 20 mg/1 mL for bulk MSs
and 10 mg/1 mL for the porous MS). The spent medium
collected on day 7, 14, and 21 was transferred (neat) to a new
well plate pre-seeded with MSCs. The results (Figure 7f)
showed that the lowest cell viability was detected in P40-P
spent medium collected on day 7 and 21 (p < 0.05). In
addition, floating glass particulates/fragments were also seen
in the spent medium collected from P40-B and P40-P,
indicating that despite the presence of cells on their surface,
glass debris were released from these MSs, which may have a
cytotoxic effect on other MSCs (Supporting Information S3,
Figure S11).
Altogether, these cytotoxicity results suggested that MSs
released glass particulates whether or not they were seeded
Figure 8. Effect of MSs on the osteogenic differentiation of MSCs. (a) ALP activity of MSCs grown on MSs over 21 days. (b) Collagen
production by MSCs grown on MSs on day 21. (c) P/N and (d) Ca/N ratio in the ECM of cells after 14 and 21 days of culture. XPS high-
resolution spectra of (e) Ca 2p and (f) P 2p in the P40-B + cell sample on day 21 showing the presence of a precursor bone-like material. *p <
0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001, relative to previous time point unless otherwise mentioned. Error bars represent S.E.M.
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with cells, and these particulates may negatively affect MSC
growth.
3.2.6. Effect of MSs on Osteogenic Differentiation of
MSCs. To investigate the osteogenic response to the MS,
MSCs were seeded at 10,000 cells/cm2 (20,000 cells in 200
μL per well) in SC medium on the different MS types, and
ALP activity was assessed on day 7, 14, and 21 of culture. The
results (Figure 8a) showed highest ALP activity for P40-P at
all time points (p < 0.001) and significantly higher ALP
activity for P40-B compared to BSG (p < 0.05) and P45-B (p
< 0.01) on day 7 only. These results strongly suggested that
faster degrading P40-B had an osteogenic effect, and the
introduction of porosity potentiated this ability further.
Analysis of collagen production, a late osteogenic differ-
entiation marker, showed a higher collagen signal for cells on
P40-P compared to that on P45-B and P40-B (p < 0.05)
(Figure 8b). These results highlighted the positive effect of
porosity on collagen production by MSCs. After 21 days of
culture, Sirius Red-, H&E-, and anti-osteocalcin-stained cryo-
sections of 3D aggregates also showed higher collagen, ECM,
and osteocalcin signals in both P40 MS formulations relative
to BSG or P45-B and the absence of osteocalcin in P45-B
(Figure 9a). The low-magnification view of H&E-stained P40-
P + cell aggregate sections after 21 days of culture highlighted
preferential positive eosin staining in the regions in and
around pores (Figure 9b).
To study the Ca and P found in the ECM of cells present
on the top face of different 3D aggregates, XPS analysis was
performed on days 14 and 21 of culture (Supporting
Information S3, Figure S12, Supporting Information S1,
Table S3). The results (Figure 8c,d) showed higher mean P/
N and mean Ca/N in P40-B and P40-P relative to P45-B and
BSG on both time points, indicating a positive effect of P40
glass formulation on P and Ca deposition by cells. For the
high-resolution Ca 2p and P 2p spectra, more detailed
modeling was applied to examine the chemical states of Ca
and P. The P 2p peak was at 133.2 eV with a fwhm of 1.2 eV,
at the listed position and peak width for (PO4)
3−. This applied
Figure 9. (a) Qualitative analysis of collagen production, ECM formation, and osteocalcin expression by MSCs on different glass MSs using Sirius
Red staining, H&E staining, and immunostaining, respectively after 21 of culture. Arrows indicate collagen- or ECM-rich regions. For osteocalcin
staining, the green signal represents positive staining and the blue signal represents DAPI staining the nucleus. Lined boxes in the third column
are the regions magnified in the last column for osteocalcin staining. (b) H&E-stained section of P40-P + cells after 21 days of culture. Arrows
indicate MSs with staining restricted to outer regions.
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to all the samples at day 21. The Ca 2p3/2 peak was at 347.6
eV, consistent with CaH(PO4),
45 which confirmed the
formation of a bone-like matrix in these samples. An example
peak fit for Ca 2p and P 2p of the P40-B + cell sample is
shown in Figure 8e,f.
4. DISCUSSION
Previously, a number of studies have explored the
cytocompatibility of PBGs used in the form of fibers, discs,
and microspheres for culture experiments lasting up to 3
weeks. Here, different phosphate-based glass formulations
(P45:45P2O5-16CaO-24MgO-11Na2O-4Fe2O3, mol %, and
P40:40P2O5-16CaO-24MgO-20Na2O, mol %) were inves-
tigated, with and without porous morphology, with a
cytocompatibility study extended to 6 weeks in culture. This
study was designed to compare a slow-degrading (P45-B) and
relatively faster degrading (P40-B, P40-P) MS systems, with
or without pores, to compare bone marrow-derived human
MSC responses as a relevant cell model for bone repair and
reinforcement applications. The results revealed that it is the
combined effect of morphological changes occurring on the
surface of glass and degradation products released from the
glass material as a result of degradation that determines the
stem cell response.
Overall, the different bulk MS types had similar particle size
distribution, while the porous P40-P differed significantly, due
to the release of CO2 gas from the porogen during the flame
spheroidization process, causing the particles to expand in size
and leaving a porogen residue (calcium-based) deposited near
the edges of the pores. The surface area measurements were
less than 0.1 m2/g for all bulk MS, in line with surface area
measurements for commercially available non-porous MSs
such as Biosilon (160−300 μm, 0.030 m2/g), Hillex (150−
210 μm, 0.035 m2/g), and the glass MS by SoloHill, USA
(15−210 μm, 0.038 m2/g). Moreover, P40-P demonstrated a
10 times higher surface area due to the effect of porosity, and
these values are in accordance with the previously reported
surface area measurements for non-porous and porous PBG
MS16 and also comparable to those of the commercially
available cellulose-based porous MS Cytopore (200−280 μm
diameter, 30 μm mean pore windows, and 1.100 m2/g surface
area) by Amersham Biosciences, Sweden.
Both P40-B and P40-P were more prone to hydration, and
there were visible signs of surface damage as early as day 1 or
day 4 of culture, which became significant over a period of 42
days. The cracks and delaminating surfaces may have affected
cell attachment and proliferation. Moreover, some of the
ECM deposited by the cells may have been lost with the
delaminating glass surfaces.17 Cytotoxicity evaluations con-
firmed that P40 MS released glass particulates into the culture
medium, and their removal via filtration could enhance cell
proliferation. Some previous studies have shown that glass
particulates less than 10 μm wide can be internalized by
cells46 where they may interact with different organelles based
on their chemistry, size, and shape and affect cell viability.47
Further analysis such as transmission electron microscopy
needs to be performed to study the interaction between PBG
glass debris and cells.
Surface damage on glass implants is a commonly occurring
phenomenon, and it has been associated with faster degrading
glasses in all forms such as fibers,48 MSs,49 and discs.17 PBGs
are especially known to swell up in aqueous solutions, leading
to perforations.48 Manufacturing MSs used in this study
involved rapid cooling after the spheroidization step, which
may have led to the development of stresses in the MS glass
structure. In the case of bulk MSs, the core may have cooled
at a slower rate compared to the outer regions, resulting in
residual compressive stress on the surface. Then, when the
sphere was transferred into aqueous medium, the swelling may
have caused regions to crack as it expanded. In the case of
P40-P, the low-volume areas such as extremities of glass struts
may have cooled quickly, leading to crack formation and
subsequent peeling of surfaces. Annealing at higher temper-
atures of 450 °C has been shown to delay degradation and
surface peeling of bioresorbable glass fibers.48 Similar
observations were also reported by Parsons et al.50 after
annealing PBG fibers. In future, it may be worth exploring
different formulations of PBGs and annealing temperatures to
minimize glass delamination and particulate release from glass
MSs.
The accelerated ion release due to glass degradation is also
suggested to affect cell fate. Gough et al.51 showed that 50% of
human osteoblasts cultured in neat extracts of porous
bioactive glass scaffolds (60 mol % SiO2, 36 mol % CaO,
and 4 mol % P2O5) underwent apoptosis-like cell death after
24 h of culture, possibly due to the excessive release of
calcium and silica ions. Excess PO4
3− in the blood has been
associated with ectopic calcification in soft tissues52 and
apoptosis in endothelial cells.53 Previously, Hossain et al.16
investigated the Ca2+ and PO4
3− release rates in DMEM (10
mg/mL material to medium ratio) and found them to be in
the range of 45 ± 1 and 34 ± 2 ppm/day for the solid non-
porous P40 MS (108 ± 10 μm wide) and 47 ± 3 and 49 ± 3
ppm/day for the porous P40 MS (125−200 μm wide size
range). Using these values and the fact that the material-to-
culture medium ratio in direct-contact cell experiments in the
present study was approximately 20 mg/1 mL for P40-B and
10 mg/1 mL for P40-P (as the MSs were normalized to the
surface area for cell culture), the Ca2+ and PO4
3− release rates
for these MS can be calculated to be 90 and 68 ppm/day for
P40-B and 47 and 49 ppm/day for P40-P, respectively. As the
culture medium changes in these cell experiments were
performed every 2−3 days, this may have led to accumulation
of 180−270 ppm Ca2+ and 136−204 ppm PO43− in P40-B-
exposed medium and 94−141 ppm Ca2+ and 98−147 ppm
PO4
3− in P40-P exposed medium. Liu et al.54 suggested that
optimal doses of extracellular Ca2+ and PO4
3− for MSC
growth and differentiation are 72 and 8.5 ppm, respectively,
and any increase or decrease in these values would be
detrimental for the cells. Moreover, higher than 8.5 ppm
PO4
3− led to significant cell apoptosis. Hence, high
extracellular Ca2+ and PO4
3− concentration in P40-B- or
P40-P-exposed culture media may have affected MSC
proliferation and caused cytotoxicity.
Degradation profiles for P45 and P40 glass discs (9 mm
diameter, 4 mm thick) have also been reported elsewhere.15
The study showed nearly 0.8% and 4% of mass loss,
respectively, after 42 days of degradation in PBS. The five
times slower mass loss of P45 glass may also be correlated to
the reduced surface peeling off effect observed in the case of
P45-B than in P40-B in the present study. Thus, using these
values, approximate Ca2+ and PO4
3− release rates of P45-B can
be calculated as 9 and 6.8 ppm/day, respectively, leading to
accumulation of 18−27 ppm Ca2+ and 13.6−20.4 ppm PO43−
in P45-B-exposed medium before medium changes were
performed in direct-contact cell experiments. In this case, high
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extracellular PO4
3− may have been a source of cytotoxicity.
Some Ca2+ and PO4
3− may have also been deposited in the
ECM over time and could have contributed to the levels
measured via XPS.
In addition to degradation products, the presence of pores
on the P40-P may have also affected MSC fate. It is well
known that the presence of grooves and pits on 2D surfaces
can alter cellular responses such as adhesion, migration, and
osteogenic differentiation.55 For instance, Park et al.56
reported that MSCs actively avoided concave surfaces
(200−300 μm wide and 50−150 μm deep) made from
poly(dimethylsiloxane) during culture. Fischer et al.57 also
reported reduced cell proliferation on hydroxyapatite MSs
(212−300 μm diameter) between day 4 and day 7. At the
molecular level, myosin II mini-filaments bind together to
form 300 nm rods that are stiff in nature, and when stimulated
via the Rho/ROCK pathway, these rods orient themselves
along the axis of the least curvature for full head engagement
with the underlying surface, which translates into cell
attachment.58 This allows the cell to adapt to the underlying
material surface curvature. In the case of high-curvature
regions in P40-P such as pore surfaces and sharp pore edges,
the engagement of rod heads may not be sufficient and may
have resulted in reduced MSC attachment and survival on
P40-P.59
The cell growth experiments consistently showed that
despite the 10-fold higher surface area of P40-P, there was
only 1.6 times more DNA content measured for cells grown
on it relative to cells grown on P40-B at a later time point.
This could be due to a technical limitation of using sonication
to recover DNA, which may not be as efficient for cells in
pores (P40-P) as compared to cells on the surface (P40-B). It
may also be due to the vast majority of pore windows less
than 5 μm wide that could have limited cell penetration
during the culture period, a possibility supported by micro-CT
3D tomography (Figure 5). Similar observations have also
been reported by Berry et al.,60 who grew fibroblasts on 2D
pitted surfaces and found that cells migrated in pits with 25
μm diameters and not in 7 or 15 μm wide pits.
P40-B and P40-P were found to be most suitable for
osteogenic differentiation of MSCs. Intracellular Ca2+ can
enhance glutamate secretion inside cells,61 which may be
responsible for promoting an osteogenic fate.62 Therefore, the
Ca2+ released in medium as a result of P40 glass degradation
may have favored early osteogenesis in MSCs. These results
are in line with a previous study where MG-63 cells seeded on
P40 glass discs had higher ALP activity compared to the cells
on P45-glass discs or tissue culture plastic.15 Another study
suggested that convex surfaces may induce higher ALP
activity,38 which may explain the enhanced ALP activity
observed in MSCs seeded on porous P40 MSs. This also fits
with Barrias et al.63 who reported that rat bone marrow
stromal cells expressed higher ALP activity when cultured on
porous hydroxyapatite MSs (607 ± 30 μm diameter, <5 μm
pores) compared to those on smooth plastic MSs (205 ± 120
μm diameter).
A number of in vivo studies have suggested that bone
formation occurs preferentially in concavities of 3D scaffolds.
For example, Ripamonti and co-workers showed extensive
bone formation in concavities of highly crystalline porous
hydroxyapatite implanted in adult baboon muscles for a
period of 1−9 months.6 More recently, Gao et al.64 reported
preferential bone formation in porous regions of β-tricalcium
phosphate granule scaffolds after 4−12 weeks of implantation
in rabbit femurs. Similar observations have been reported in
vitro. For example, micro-pits of 20−40 μm diameter on 2D
surfaces led to significantly more nodule formation by human
osteoblastic cells compared to planar surfaces after 21 days of
culture without osteogenic factors.65 Additionally, collagen
deposition has been shown to occur preferentially in the
tissue−pore interface of the concavities.66 Altogether, these
studies strongly indicate that porous regions of P40-P may be
able to induce osteogenic differentiation over longer culture
periods.
Finally, results produced here suggest that P45-B materials
were least favorable for bone matrix formation by MSCs.
While the presence of Fe−O−P bonds in P45 glass may have
made it more resistant to hydration,67 it may have also made
the glass surface more hydrophobic, ultimately contributing to
less-efficient cell migration and survival on P45-B. A
publication reported an increase from 13 to 26° in contact
angle measurements as the Fe content in the P2O5-CaO-Na2O
glass system increased from 0 to 5% (mole %) for flat-surfaced
conventional melt cooled glass.68 The curved morphology of
P45-B may have further enhanced glass hydrophobicity of the
MS, thus possibly affecting the cell−material interaction.
Moreover, the effect of released Fe ions, which could not be
measured here, may add further useful information on the
cellular response to the P45 material.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This study highlighted important changes occurring on PBG
glass materials over extended periods of time and assessed
how these could affect their biological performance for the
support of MSCs in culture experiments for up to 6 weeks.
The results demonstrated that the slowly degrading P45-B had
low potential for cell expansion and osteogenic differentiation.
By contrast, MSs made from the faster degrading P40, both in
bulk and porous forms, represent better candidates for bone
repair application, as they supported the formation of a bone-
like matrix enriched with collagen, osteocalcin, and minerals
deposited by MSCs. Surface delamination on these MSs as a
result of glass degradation may be an important parameter to
consider for their application in bone regeneration. Porosity in
the P40 MS significantly enhanced the surface area (more
than 10 times as compared to the bulk MS) and further
enhanced the osteogenic response in terms of ALP activity
and collagen production. However, glass fragments/partic-
ulates were observed in culture and negatively affected cells in
culture. The presence of small pore windows on the P40-P
surface may have further limited cell penetration into these
MSs and could thus be optimized in future-generation
materials. Additionally, different formulations of PBGs and
annealing temperatures could be investigated to improve
surface integrity over time, in order to limit the release of ions
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ters for micro-computational tomography; measure-
ments of atomic % via XPS on 3D aggregates after 14
and 21 days of culture; method for cytotoxicity
experiments; identification of particles using ImageJ;
identification of pore windows using ImageJ; method-
ology for quantification of MSs with apparent cracks
and peeling surfaces; Ba loading in cells; cumulative
frequency distribution of MAL of all MS types; internal
pore structure of P40-P using Cryo-FIB SEM; BET
surface area, relative density, tapped density, and
normalized tapped density measurements of MSs;
EDS analysis showing retention of the Ca-based
porogen in P40-P; degradation of MSs in water
analyzed using SEM and ESEM; effect of degradation
products of MSs on hMSC growth; floating glass
particulates in P40-B spent medium and P40-P spent
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